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Scholarships for Senior Schools 

At Beaudesert we are always keen to promote and encourage those children who 

we feel would benefit from a scholarship programme.  

 

What are senior schools looking for? 

Each senior school will have specific criteria that they are looking for when 

awarding scholarships for a given subject area. However, generally, teachers are 

looking for a strong ability and passion for a subject, dedication to the relevant 

area of school life, and a keen attitude to develop both their knowledge and skills 

once at their senior school. The significant commitment once at a senior school is 

important to note, so the passion and commitment really should come from 

within. 
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Who do I ask? 

If your child has expressed a wish to apply for a scholarship to their senior school, 

please contact the relevant Head of Department at Beaudesert. By discussing 

scholarships and the requirements early on, we will endeavour to provide your 

child with the opportunities to develop the characteristics, skills and knowledge 

required for a strong application in Year 6 or Year 8. 

The Heads of Department are: 

Academic Steve Winchester s.winchester@bps.school  

Art   Buffy Dismorr b.dismorr@bps.school 

Drama Charlotte Crosbee c.crosbee@bps.school  

D&T  Lee Waters  l.waters@bps.school  

Music Rebecca Saunders r.saunders@bps.school 

Sport  Johnny Griffiths j.griffiths@bps.school  

Of course, we also highlight children who may be displaying particular aptitude or 

interest and will contact you accordingly and in plenty of time to begin necessary 

preparations.  

What are the requirements when applying for scholarships? 

Preparing for a scholarship will require a lot of time and independent learning 

from your child. All of our Heads of Department will support your child with extra 

tutorial time and practice in school, however the time spent independently learning 

between these tutorials is crucial, and fundamental for success, as well as being a 

good measure for ongoing dedication once at the chosen senior school. 

In this booklet, you will find examples of portfolios, interviews and an overview of 

the standards required for most schools.   

Measuring Success 

We firmly believe that children will grow in character and knowledge when 

applying for scholarships. The learning process, the opportunity to improve their 

independent learning skills and the growth in their knowledge beyond the 

classroom curriculum are the most valuable rewards.  

It is important to understand that not all children will be awarded a scholarship. 

However, as teachers we will aim to ensure that children recognise the learning 

process over and above the final goal, and that it is an honour to have been 

considered and supported in applying for one. 
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Application Timeline  

 



Interview & Audition Timeline 

This is a rough guide only to the timings. Please refer to senior school websites for specific dates, as they will vary, 

considerably. 

 

Academic: Usually early in the Spring term of Year 8. 

 

 
Art: Usually between January and March of Year 8, however 

interviews can also be as early as November. 

 

 

Drama: Early Spring term of Year 8 (usually January). 

 

 
D&T: Complete portfolio & product by the end of the 

Autumn term of Year 8. Interview in January/February.  
 

 

 
Music: Usually in January of Year 8, with some schools 

requiring a pre-audition (1st round) in Autumn term of Year 8. 

 

 

 
Sport: Early Spring term of Year 8 (usually January). 
 



Subjects 

Please click on each of the subjects to find out more. 

Examples of Work 

Please click on each of the subjects to see examples of work by Beaudesert 

scholarship applicants 

Design Technology: Final Projects 

Design Technology: Portfolio 

Art: Portfolio 

Music: Audition requirements 

Drama: Audition performance 

Drama: Portfolio 

https://beaudesert.gloucs.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Design-Technology-examples.pdf
https://beaudesert.gloucs.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Rafe-Portfolio.pdf
https://beaudesert.gloucs.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Indigo-e-portfolio-Cheltenham-College-PDF.pdf
https://youtu.be/adfC02D5eAk
https://youtu.be/9O4_p6cUThs
https://beaudesert.gloucs.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Drama-portfolio-2022.pdf


Scholarship Support 

As Heads of Scholarship and Challenge, we will be overseeing the scholarship 

process as well as helping children to develop particular passions and skills, while 

balancing these with all areas of school and home life. 

It is important that the desire to attempt a scholarship comes primarily from the 

child, as it is they who will dedicate their time and attention to the process. If they 

have the passion, it will offer the considerable enjoyment of challenge and 

extension during the final years with us.  

Alongside the Heads of Department we are here to help advise and guide you 

through the scholarship process.  

We hope that the information presented in this booklet is helpful to you and your 

child, and that it provides insight to the requirements and processes involved in 

scholarship applications. Please contact us if you have any queries about the 

scholarship process, or if you would like to discuss scholarships to your child’s 

prospective senior school. 

 

Steve Winchester  s.winchester@bps.school  

Head of Scholarship & Challenge (Academic & Sport) 

 

Rebecca Saunders r.saunders@bps.school  

Head of Scholarship & Challenge (Arts) 
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Academic Scholarships 

Becoming an Academic Scholar involves much more than gaining high grades. It is about 

working hard and challenging yourself, whilst taking every opportunity to gain knowledge both 

inside and outside the classroom. 

Senior school methods for selecting Academic Scholars vary greatly. At one extreme some may 

ask only for examinations in English and Maths to a level equivalent to Common Entrance; at 

the other end of the scale a series of interviews and examinations in all the Common Entrance 

subjects to a level well beyond the norm that might be required. Some schools will even have 

two rounds of papers. 

A potential scholar does not have to be outstanding in all aspects of the curriculum. Those who 

are strong only in the Sciences or the Arts for example could also gain an award, and would 

certainly benefit from the process of being challenged. 

Consequently, if you are considering academic scholarship it is wise to speak to us as early as 

possible so that we can identify the specific requirements for your chosen school and set up a 

bespoke programme. 

However, whatever selection procedure is applied, senior schools will expect candidates for 

academic scholarships to be pupils who: 

 Demonstrate a positive attitude across all subjects and extra-curricular involvement 

 Are academically very capable and destined for outstanding results 

 Show a certain flair, an independence of mind, and a creativity of thought 

 Enjoy challenge and are both resilient and reflective 

 Are role models of exemplary conduct and work ethic in lessons 

 Utilise opportunities to develop and take on leadership positions 

 Are confident in their ability to keep on improving 
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Art Scholarships  

Art Scholarships to senior schools are highly competitive and the schools expect a great deal of 

preparation work from the children.  

Schools generally run the scholarship days any time from January to March, although they can 

sometimes be held as early as November and as late as April.  

Expectations from senior schools can vary, but generally, on the day most schools request to 

see: 

 A portfolio of around 10 final pieces (drawings, paintings, photographs of 3D, etc.)  

 A sketchbook bursting with a development of ideas and experiments in different 

mediums as well as a wide range of drawings from life.  

 The candidate will also be expected to undertake a drawing or art assessment  

 An interview about his/her portfolio, favourite artists, and exhibitions they have visited.  

 Some schools will also set a project for the student to complete and bring on the day.  

 The schools are looking for a real flair and talent for the subject, but also a true love and 

passion for Art.  

 If a pupil is successful in gaining a scholarship it is expected that they will take the subject 

for GCSE and A Level.  

 

An Art scholarship application will include: 
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Drama Scholarships 

A Drama Scholar will be engaged with each element of theatre-making; performance, 

production, writing, directing and design. Candidates will be highly motivated and engaged and 

should have relevant experience in performance and production. (Speech and Drama examinations 

and/or competitions and festivals also considered.) 

In their future school, Drama Scholars are expected to be heavily involved with the Drama 

Department which may include school productions, House productions, independent 

productions as well as the study of Drama to at least GCSE level. Drama Scholars are expected 

to positively promote the integral role that the theatre plays in their school community – as an 

arena for debate, experimentation and creative celebration. 

A Drama scholarship application will include: 

1. A group workshop where the following skills will be assessed:  

• Physical theatre  

• Voice  

• Characterisation 

• Collaborative skills 

• Devising skills 

 

2. Presentation of a monologue.  Each candidate must learn and perform a monologue, 

sometimes of their own choice, sometimes from a selection given by the school.  The 

monologue should be approximately two minutes in length, from a published work.  For 

some applications, two contrasting monologues are required.  On the assessment day, 

candidates should be prepared to be given direction regarding the monologue and then 

perform again, following this direction. 

 

3. A short interview. The interview will be an opportunity for the candidates to talk about 

their previous involvement in drama, as well as live performances they may have seen 

which have inspired them as actors and/or designers. (A personal portfolio which 

outlines the candidate’s involvement in co-curricular drama, demonstrating independence 

and personal engagement, is often requested.)  
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Design & Technology Scholarships 

By name, Scholars are expected to have a natural and creative flare and passion for the subject 

and be self-motivated and independently producing work of their own in and out of school. 

Individual schools produce their own D&T scholarship syllabus, however, these usually require 

the following six elements: 

 Examples of work produced at home with no guidance from a teacher. 

 An iterative A3 design and high quality digital portfolio between 10-20 pages  

 A high quality final practical product using a wide range of materials and processes. 

 An interview with the Headmaster and Head of Design & Technology 

 A timed written exam with design elements and general D&T knowledge. 

 A timed practical assessment using tools and machines safely on the day to produce a 

product. 

 If a pupil is successful in gaining a scholarship it is expected that they will take the subject 

for GCSE and A Level.  

 

A D&T scholarship application will include: 
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Music Scholarships 

As a guide, the minimum standard required for most senior schools is: 

 Grade 3 for 11+  

 Grade 5 for 13 + 

However, this will vary slightly between schools and so please contact Rebecca Saunders for more information. 

Having liaised with Directors of Music from a wide range of senior schools, I have found that 

they are looking for: 

 A high level of skill on instruments  

 Much potential and promise as a musician 

 Candidates who are keen to be fully involved in the musical life of the school, including 

in leadership roles 

 A dedicated member of ensembles and choirs 

 All rounded musicians  

 Strong aural skills  

 A keen interest in music as a subject (composition, the study of musical genre and 

composers and a wide listening repertoire) 

Children considering a music scholarship to their senior school will need to audition on a 
minimum of 2 instruments/voice. Those who play ‘rare’ instruments will also stand out from 
other applicants (e.g. French Horn, Viola, Double Bass, Oboe, Bassoon, Tuba, Harp). 
 
 
A Music scholarship application will include: 
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Sports Scholarships 

Senior schools are looking for Sports Scholars who demonstrate an outstanding sporting ability 

and considerable future potential. As a guide, most schools will require you to be a stand out 

performer in at least 2 of the schools major sports. However, applicants may also be considered 

for a minor award if they have exceptional ability in one major sport, or minor sports such as 

rackets, squash and golf.  

The 3 main areas that schools will look at in assessments tend to be: 

 Skill level in each sport (technical and tactical ability)  

 Physical ability e.g. movement skills, fitness levels, strength etc 

 Attitude e.g. leadership, sportsmanship, commitment etc 

Senior schools will devise and follow their own assessment methods which help them see 

beyond levels of prior training to a candidates future potential. A successful Sports Scholar will 

be expected to contribute significantly to the sporting life at their chosen senior school, 

including leadership roles. 

 

A Sports scholarship application will include: 
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